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Decision No. 92748 March 3, 1981 

BEFORE 'IHE PUBl.IC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF 'mE STA'I'E OF CAl.IFOR..'UA 

Investi$ation on the Commission's ) 
own mot~on regarding advertising ) 
expenditures of PACIFIC GAS AND ) 

case No. 10068 EI.EC'I'R.IC COMPANY.. PACIFIC POWER. ) 
(Filed March 16, 1976) AND LIGHT COMPANY, SAN DIEGO ~ ) 

& ELECI'RIC COMPANY.. SIERRA. PACIFIC ) 
POWER. COMPANY.. SO~~ CA.I.IFORNIA ) 
GAS COMPANY,. SO'O'IHER..~ CALIFORl\'"!A ) 
EDISON COMPANY, and SOUTHWEST GAS ) 
CORPORATION. ) 

(Discontinued December 20, 1977; 
reopened November 11, 1978) 

) 

Malcolm H. Furbush and Robert L .. Harris, Attorneys 
at Law, for Pacific Gas and Electric Company; 
John H. Crai~ and Davie Gilmore, Attorneys at 
Law, for southern California Gas Company; 
Jeffrey Lee Guttero and Steve Edwards, Attorneys 
at Law, for San Diego Gas & Electric Company; 
Earl R. Sample and Carole B. Henningson, Attorneys 
at Law, for Southern Cilitornia Edison Company; 
and Boris H. Lakusta, David Marchant, and Thomas J. 
MacBride, Jr., Attorneys at Law, for Sierra Pacif~c 
Power Company; responoents. 

John Witt, City Attorney of San Die~o, by Willi~ s. 
Shaffran, Deputy City Attorney, .or City ox san Diego; 
Harrv R .. Warner, Attorney at Law, for california 
Broaecasters Association; and Edward M. Goebel~ 
Attorney at Law~ for Toward Utili~y Rate Normalization; 
interested parties. 

Elinore C. Morgan and Phili~ s. Weismehl, At~orneys 
at taw, for the Commission staff. 

(Above appearances refer to the reopened proceedings only.) 

OPINION 
~---~--..-,-

Introduction 
On March 16~ 1976 the CommiSSion, on its own motion~ 

issued an order instituting investigation (OIl) to deter=ine 
• whether the respondent gas and electric utilities should be 
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required to identify their advertisements as paid for by their 
ratepayers or shareholders.. We noted that the underlying basis 

of that order was an increasing number of ratepayer complaints 
received by the Commission about utility advertising in addition 
to the fact that utility advertising had been a controversial 
issue in recent rate proceedings. We pointed out, too, that 
the Commission expended a significant amount of time and expense 
in order to satisfy ratepayer complaints and requests for 
information regareing advertising both in and out of hearings. 
The Commission noted that this time and e~nse could be reduced 
if ratepayers were fairly apprised whether the utility was 
claiming the cost of each specific advertisement as a ratemaking 
expense or was accepting the cost thereof as a charge against 
its shareholders. The Commission ~roposed that gas and electric 
utilities include with each advertisement, including published 
information circulars and displays, presented or broadcast by it 
or on its behalf, in easily distinguishable and readable print, 
or in readily discernible voice communication, whichever one of 
the following statements is appropriate to the advertisement being 
published, broadcast, or displayed: "(Name of utility) will claim 
the cost of this advertisement as an operating expense recoverable 
in its rates" or "(name of utility) will ~ claim the cost of this 
advertisemen'C as an operating cost recoverable in i1:5 rates." 

A prehearing conference was held on this matter on 
June 25, 1976 during which the assigned Commissioner outlined 
major defects in 'Che concep1: and scope of the original order and 
promised that it would be rescinded or amended before any 
further proceedings were scheduled. The Commission, upon the 
recommendation of the Commission staff, thereafter ordered ihe 
investigation discontinued in D.88267 dated December 20, 1977. 
On November 28, 1978, in D.89686, the Commission set aside the 
discontinuance ordered in D.88267, supra, and ordered that the 
proceeding be reopened. 
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The m~tter was heard before Administrative Law Judge 
William A. Turkish in San Francisco co~~encing June 20, 1979. After 
four days 0: hearings, the ~~tter was s~b~ittee upon ~~e :ilin~ 0: 
concurrent ~=iefs on Septe~b¢r 7, 1979. All named respondents 
appeared with the exception 0: Paci~ic ?owcr and Li~ht Com~~y and 
Sou~~wezt Gas Corporation. 

~urinq the proceedings, oral motions to dismiss the OIl 
were made ~y respondents whi~~, at t~e re~cst 0: the ~inistrative 
Law Judge, were submittee in w=iting along with points and autborities. 

=estimony was received during the course 0: these hearing~ 
:ro~ Bruce M. DeBerry, ener9J' group ~roject manager, Operatio~ 
Division, Public Ctilities Co~~ission; Ralph ~~ller, Advertising 
Department manager, Paci:ic Gas ~,d Electric Company (PG&E); 
Donald B. RObertson, advertising =anager, Sou~~ern California Cas 
Company (SoCal); Edward A. Myerz, Jr., vice president, Conservation, 
Cocm~~ication, and Revenue Services, Southern Cali:or~ia Ediso~ 
Company (E~ison); Herbert ~hao G~~ther, executive director, PUOlic 
MeQia Center; Patricia Preuss, a~vertisi~g ~naqcr, san Diego Gas & 
Electric Company (SDG&~); Fred w. MacKe~zi¢, director of In!o:oatio~ 
Services, Sierra P~ci!ic Power Company (Sierra Pacific): an~ Eowa:d :. 
S~ley, president, cali=or~ia' Broadcasters Associatio~ (C~). 

Written ~otions to dismiss this investigation were sUboitted 
by CBA, PG&E, SDG&E, SoCal, and Ediso~. For the sake 0: brevity a:d 
to avoid repetition, the several co~titutional and ~onco~titutio~al 
qro~~ds upon which such motio~s are based ca~ be s~~arizcd as follows: 
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A. Nonconstitutional Issues 

1. Vagueness 
It is the consensus amonq respondents that the OIl 
is vague and a:'nbiquous. Respondents point out that 
D.SS267, supra, discontinuee this investigation with 
the following statement: -At the prehearinq con
ference on June 25, 1976, the assigned Commissioner, 
Commissioner Ross, outlined major defects in the 
concept and scope of the original order and promised 
that it would be rescinded or amended be:ore any 
further proceedings were scheduled." Respondents 
point out that D.S9686, supra, which reopened this 
proceeeing, failed to correct those defects and thus 
leaves respondents confused as to the purpose and 
scope of this reopened proeccO.ing. Since further 
clarification has not been forthcoming in the order 
reopening C.10068, they contend that the same reasons 
exist today for dismissing the case as existed in 1977 
when it was previously dis~issed. Respondents also 
allege that although the original OIl contains vague 

. references to public complaints received by the Com
mission regarding utility advertising practices, no 
specifics as to the substance or source 0: these 
complaints are evident from the Commission staff·s 
evidence. (Staff Exhibit 2.) 
With respect t~ the concept of labeling advertisements, 
respondents argue that the proposed solutions simply 
cannot result in a more accurate re~nse to consumer 
complaints. If either the label as originally proposee 
in the OIl: "(Name of utility) will claim the cost 
of this advertisement as an operating expense recoverable 
in its rates- or, the s~aff-pro?osed alternative, 
"(name of utility) will c:la1o the cost of this advertisE:
ment in its ra.tes", is used, it would only indic:a'te 
what the utility will claim as an operating cost and 
not the ultimat·e fact. Respondents point out that 
whether or not the expense will be allowed as an 
operatinq expense would ~ sUDject to the same uncer
tainties as exist under current practice. To the 
extent that such label might imply that the claim 
will be allowed, the public is still not fully or 
accurately advised • 
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2. 

3. 

Duplication of Proceedings Required by PUblic Utility 
Regulatorv Policies Act of 1979 ("PttRPA") _ 

Respondents contend ~hat hearings relative to 
adoption of comprehensive standards on advertising are 
required by Section l13(b)(5) of ?ORPA and that it 
would result in duplicative proceeeings on the same 
issues and. be wasteful of Commission time and. taxpayer 
funds. 
Jurisdiction 

Several respondents contend that the Commission lacks 
jurisd.iction over the sUbject matter of this OIl since 
it is an intrusion into management discretion reqardinq 
content of utility advertising and, as such, is imper
missible. It is argued that the Commission's jurisdiction 
is limited to the exercise 0: powers which the U.S. 
Constitution ~~d Legislature have given to it. Conceding 
that Public Utilities Code Section 796 gives the COm
mission ratemaking powers with respect to utility 
advertising, responden~s argue that Section 796 clearly 
d.oes not give the Co~ission power to regulate the 
content of advertising. Fu:thermore, respondents 
allege that the deter=ination of what is reasonable 
in conducting ~~e ~usiness of ~~e utility is ~~e pri=ary 
responsi~ility of management ~~d that ~~e Co~ission 
docs not have the power to substitute its jud~ent for 
that of manage:::1ell'C as to what is reasonable. '.!'hus 9 

it is argued that in the a~sence 0: e~lin~ lcqisla
tion the Co~ission may not dictate the content of 
advertising since any order as to content would 
impermissi~ly intrude into manage~ent discretion. 
It is further argued that although ~lic Utilities 
Code Section 701 appears to give the Co=mission the 
broadest sou:ce 0: power, the Supre~e Court has 
declared those powers to be l~ited. (Paci~ie T~l. 
& Tel. Co. v CPUC (1950) 34 C 2d 822.) Respondents 
also point out the Co:Qission's own recoqni~on of 
its jurisdictional limitations in ~CP v All Reculated 
Utilities (1970> 71 PUC 460 wherein we stat~ the 
leqal test for jurisdiction as follows: "The test 
for such powers as the Co~ission may exercise is 
whether they are • coqna te and germa.~e· to the re<;l!
lation of public utility services, rates, and ~gcs." 
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4. 

Respondents argue that since the Commission foune 
in NAACP ~~at alleged discriminatory employment 
practices of utilities, which arc 0: substantial 
governmental concern, are not within the juris
diction 0: the Comcission because ~~ey are not 
"cognate and germane" to the re;ulation of utility 
servico$,rates, or charges, it is not logical to 
find that the regulation of the contents of utility 
advertisements fall under Co~ission jurisdiction 
simply because the Co~ission may desire or feel it 
is in the public interest to assert such jurisdiction. 
Respondents conclude that the Commission's juris
diction with respect to advertising extenes only to 
the deteroination of whe~~er the costs of such 
advertise~ents are an operating or nonoperating 
expense. 

Su~remaev Doctrine 
CBA, an interested party, in addition to raising 
constitutional issues, ~intains ~~t the Communica
tions Aet of 1934, as ~cnded, fully preempts the 
field governing the regulation of advertising content 
so as to preclude the adoption 0: ~~e Co~~ission's 
proposed labeling regulation. (Head v New Mexico 
Board of Examiners (1963) 374 US 42~, 433.) 

B. Constitutional Issues 
1. First ~~en~~ent Infrin~ement 

All appearing respondents, along with CBA, contend ~~t 
the Co~issionts proposed labeling regulation is 
violative of the First ~~d Fourteenth Amendments o! 
the U.S. Constitution in that it woule infrinqe upon 
a utility's frecdo~ 0: speech. They point out that 
COmQercial aevertising has been held to fall ~~~L~ 
the protection of the First ~endment. eVircinia 
State Bo~rd of Pharmacv v Vircinia Citizens Consumer 
Couneil (197&) 425 US 748.) It ~s alleged that ~~y 
requirement for labelinq of utility aevertise:ents 
would constitute a prior restraint upon publication 
of ~ech since it would condition publication by a 
condition preceeent and impair the utility·s ability 
to communicate effeetively and freely with its 
customers. In addition it is argued that the labelin~ 
requirement will be a restraint which may not only 
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confuse and weaken the view which the utility may 
wish to aQvance but may, in fact, by its very presence, 
have a restrictive and Nehillinq e~fectN upon the 
desire or the ability of the utility to ~ress its 
point o~ view. They point out that the essence of 
free speeCh is that it should be uninhibited and free 
from manipulation of content. Finally, respondents 
arque that the labelin~ requlation contemplated by 
the Commission cannot be classified as a reasonable 
time, place, and ~~er regulation (Virginia State 
Board case, supra.) ~ nor does it serve a SJ.qnJ.f~cant 
or compell~ng qovernment interest which would justify 
infringement of First Amendment guarantees of free 
speech. (Huntley v Public Utilities Commission (1969) 
69 Cal 2d 67.) 

2. Fifth Amendment Infrin~ement 
CBA contends that the contemplated labeling regula.tion 
is vulnerable to atta.ck on constitutional ;ro~~ds 
because it ~s discriminatory against specifically 
named qas ~~d electric public utilities while other 
types of public utilities and municip~lly owned 
utilities which advertise extensively are not subject 
to the contemplated advertising restriction. This 
is seen by CBA as establishinq unjust a.nd illeq~l 
discriminations between public utilities in siQilar 
circumstances and material to their rights, and 
that such patent discrimination denies the equal 
protection of the laws guaranteed by the Fifth and 
Fourteenth Amendments of the U.S. Constitution. 

All motions to dismiss C.10068 were taken under submission 
and the proceeding continued with the receipt of testimony and 
evidence on the merits of the proposed regulation. 

The project manager in the energy group of the ~ission's 
Operations Division testified briefly for the staff as to the back
ground of C.1006S. He also stated that under PURPA, shareholde:s 
are required to finance any "promotional or political" advertising 
as defined in the act and that this policy was consistent with the 
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Commission staff's recommended treatment of ·institutional advertising" 
expenditures adopted by the Commission in D.S6281 (SO Cal PUC 418-419) 

and used as a quideline for later decisions to differentiate stock
holder-financed advertising. The staff wieness reeommended that utili~y 

. advertisements be required to identify the sponsor of the advertisements a"ld 

proposed that advertisements which the utility intends to finance 
from ratepayer revenues be identified as ·paid for by ratepayers 
of (name of utility)"; or, as an alternative, "(name of utility) 
will claim the cost of this advertisement in its rates". He 

further recommended that advertisements not intended to be financed -from ratepayer revenues be identified as "paid for by stockholders 
of (name of utility)". He explained his proposals differ from ~~ose 
proposed in the OIl in that they are simpler, shorter, and would 
be less costly in terms of advertising time as well as having a 

clearer meaning. The staff witness believes that the labeling of 
ratepayer-financed advertisinq will probably create an increased 
burden on the Consumer Affairs and Conservation Branches of the 

Cormtis:;ion to respond to ratepayer questions. For this reason, the staff wit-
ness proposed alternatively that labeling be limited to stoekholder-
financed advertising. 'D'le staff wi mess directed attention to a newsletter ~lishee 

b¥ PG&E (Exhibit 1) which is distributed monthly to PG&E's customers 
as a monthly bill insert. Stating that the insert does not qualify 
under current Corrmission criteria as a ratepayer expense, the staff wi mess pointed 

out that the advertisement disclaimer "not printed at customers' 
expense" was an example of what can be done, and is Deinq done, in 
the area of labeling advertising • 
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The staff witness expl.a1ned At~cbments C and D '1:0 Exhibit 1 
as endeavoring to show how examples of the labeling requirement 
would appear on newspaper and television advertisements whiCh had 
previously been used by PG&E. He acknowledged that although 
particular ratepayer-financed advertisements would be claimed by 
the utility in a future rate ease, they would be labeled currently 
as published in order to differentiate such advertisements from 
stockholder-finaneed advertising. 

Upon cross-exa.'nin.3tion t."le staff witness testified t."lzIt he could 
not 8seercain how many complaints were received by the Commission 
for the year prior to March 1976 when this OIl was initiated, 
but he did collltllent on and sponsored Exhibit 2, "Da:r:a on Advertising 

• Complaints", which had previously been requested by and furnished 

• 

to the respondents. '!he staff witness testified t.."lat it was ~e:nely difficult 
to ascertain exact numbers of complaints received because 'Che 

complaints, both written and oral, are received by several branches 
of the Commission in addition to the offices of the various 
COrrmissioners. 'I1'le staff wi tl"J.ess testified that he searched a."ld sa:r;;>led several 
customer files which contained letters of complaint received in 
response to a particular major rate ease filed by the individual 
utility companies. Citing a 1975 rate application by PG&E, the staff 
witness stated that there were 20 customer files in connection with 'that 
ap1>lication out of which ewo customer files were sampled. 1"hose 
two files contained four letters in which some referenee was made 
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to the company's advertising. 'From t.'1is SJ.-nple, t."1e staff witness stateO 

that it was estimated a total of 40 letters of complaint were 
received by the Commission on PG&E's application over a ~o-
year period.. He used a simple arithmetic met.hod of obtaining. 
his est.tmated totals rather than a statistical sampling method. 
Using similar customer file sampling for Edison, Socal, and SDG&E, in 
connection with their recent rate appliea.tions, the staff witness 
estimated the Commission received a total of 30, 25, and 14 complaint 
letters, respectively, over a two- or three-year period. He seated 
that the sample letters of complaint were letters concerning high 
bills in general and only incidentally mentioned advertising. He 
did not quantify the number of cOClplaints concerning who paid for 
advertising which were received by the ~ission from December 1977 
to ~e:nber 1978. 'Ihe s~f witness stateO t.'1at ~do?tion of his alternate ?r~...al 

of labeling only stockholder advertising would probably result in 

a reduction of ratepayer complaints but that if the proposed 
labeling requirement :in all advertisements were adopted, it would 
probably result in increased complaints to the Commission. Upon 
furt."1er questioning, the staff wi tne$S admi tted t.~t i t W~ possiole t.."lat arry 

adopted labeling requirement could result in an increased number 
of complaints .. 

Questioned as to the public's understanding of the concept 
of ra~e of return, the staff witness acknowledged that whether an 
advertisement 'Was labeled "paid for by ratepayers" or "paid for 
by stockholders", in -ehe final analysis, it 'Was quite possible 
that many people would believe all advertising was ul-etmately 
paid for by ratepayers • 
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'I'he staff witness acknowledc:!ed t.~t, u."'lder his al ternate ?r~....al 

of labelinQ only shareholder-sponsored advertisements, in a 
hypo~hetical si~ua~ion where a utility only places adver~i$emenes 
ehae are properly chargeable eo ratepayers as an operating expense 
and none which would be labeled "paid for by shareholders", etc., 
there would essentially be no labeling at all of advertisements 
which would be read or heard by consumers of ~t utility through 
the media and thus there would essentially be ~he same number of 
complaints received by the Commission as is the ease now. He also 
acknowledged that using the same hypothetical situation for his 
recommended labeling re~uirement for both ra~e?ayer- and share
holder-sponsored advertisements, there would probably be an increase 
in the number of complaints and thus an increased burden on the 

~ Corrmission. 'l'he staff witness agreed that alt.~h his alternate proposal of 
labeling only shareholder-sponsored advertisments was a way of 
alleviating possible problems which could arise with ratepayer
financed advertisements, it was true that the only advertisements 
that ratepayers could then identify would be shareholder-sponsored 
advertisements. 

The staff witness testified that there had been no report,. 
ana.lysis, memorandum,. or other doc\Dent prepared by the Coamission 
which analyzed the administrative burden of a.nswering u'tility 
advertis~ eomplain'ts • 
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!he scaff witness ~es~ified eha~ approximately 20 ques~ions 
and responses rela~ing to adver~ising were received by ihe Consumer 
Affairs Branch over an 18~onih period, which breaks down ~o 
approximately l.l C!.ues~ions and answers or compla.1nts per montil. 

He conceded tha~ it was unlikely that the workload of the Cons\UUCr 
Affairs Branch, whicb. received an average of 1,292 complaints and 
2,056 inquiries per month between July 1, 1977 and June 30, 1978, 
would be significan~ly reduced if all complain~s and inquiries 
from advertising were eltminated. 

Responding to questions from respondent Sierra Pacific, 
which serves approxima~ely 150,000 electric cus~omers of which only 
about 30,000 are in california, ~he staff witness stated that seaff 
had not discussed the problen of whether it would be proper for 
the Commission ~o propose the labeling requirement on such utility 
and indicated ~at perhaps the u~ility could be excused from such 
order because of additional costs ~o the utili~y from having ~o 
prepare two sets of advertisements for its multiple sea~e service areas. 

Durin; further eross..:.cxamination, 'the staff wl.-cne8S agl:eed 
that if the recoamended labeling pro?QSsls were ado'Ptecl. some of the 
increased inquiries fro~ the public eight be why certain aavertise
ments are paid for by shareholders and why certain other a~vertisemcnts 
are paid for by ratepayers an~ that in anticipatio~ of such line of 
inquiry, the Commission could possibly issue a pam~hlet generally 
explaining alloea~ion of advertising expenses. However, the s~ff 
witness did maintain certain reservations abou~ such pamphlets whiCh 
related to costs~ 
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Following the testimony of the staff witness, testimony 
was received from several of the respondents' witnesses previously 
iaentifiea in this aecision. For the sake of brevity, the 
relevant portions of their testi:l.ony, in opposition to the 
proposed and/or alternate labeling proposals, are s"mmarizeO. 
as follows: 

1. Labeling Would Detract Prom the Effectiveness of 
Advertisina Messages 

Respondents' witnesses were unanitlous in their belief 
that advertising is the most cost-effective vehicle 
to communicate information in a comprehensive ma~~er 
to large audie~ces. They pointed out that effective 
advertisin; is achieved when ~~e inten~ed rea~er or 
viewer receives the intended messa;e with as litt!c 
distraction as possible and ~~at a clear, concise, 
uncluttered advertisement has a far ~tter chance of 
~in9' read than one with <iistracting "business·'. 
According to consensus, a labeling requirement con
tained in each advertisement will tend to detract 
from the message intended to be communicated by 
focusing attention on a different issue. Although 
a label might appear to be a relatively minor ~urden 
for the advertising message to carry, it could, in 
fact, be a mortal blow to the advertisement's 
effectiveness. As an example, according to the 
testimony, the promotion of adequate insulation to 
achieve energy conservation requires a repetition of 
the advertise~ent in order to ensure exposure, create 
new attitudes, and chanqe habits. However, a consumer 
who at first sight qrasps the point of the advertise
ment might very well become indign~~t if he is 
reminded each time that he is pay~~g for the same 
mess~ge more than once. It may even c~use h~ to 
resist the advertisement's messaqe. or, ano~~er 
reaction, where the reader, listener, or viewer 
may see the line anc. say: "Hey, my house is alreac.y 
insulated. Why should I have to pay for this insu
lation advertisement?" Either way, there is a 
considerable loss of message ef~ectiveness and a 
continuing irritation among consumers accord1ng to 
the witnesses • 
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It was further pointed out that the proposed labeling 
miqht well preempt the whole message in the ~nd of 
the reader, listener, or viewer. Respondents suggest 
that most people know that advertising is a cost of 
doing business and do not care to be reminded that 
they are paying for so~ethinq - especially since 
many people have the idea that advertising costs 
fantastic sums o£ money and what is not realized is 
that the advertisement costs less ~~ $.01 per 
person reached. Not knowing this, a typical custo:er, 
upon sceinq the "paid 'for by ratepayers" label, which 
may as well read "paic. for by you", 'fiqurcs his share 
of costs is a frightening n~r o£ dollars. It was 
the opinion 0: the several expert advertising wi~~esses 
testifying for respondents that it is the la~ling and 
the imagined costs which will re~in in the ~ind o! the 
reader, listener, or viewer rather ~~an ~~e desired 
message about insulation, energy-effieient applianees, 
conservation, etc. 
It was also pointed out in testimony that in those 
cases where word efficiency is critical, i.e., media 
which is brief in content or t~c e~sure, such as 
bill~ards, radiO, and television, ~~c distraction 
resulting from either ~~e OIl proposal or staff
reco~endcd alternative proposals will be greater 
and thus effectiveness severe~y redueeo. 

2. Labeling Would Restrict Use o! Va:ious Media 
For Advcrtisinc 

Respondents contend that the la~ling proposal 0: 
staf= requ1rinq the label to be "conspic~ously visual~ 
in printcQ advertising, and to ~ stated vocally as 
well as visually in television advertisin; would 
cause the utilities to restrict or eliminate certain 
media in their aevertisinq ca:npaic;ns. They point 
to outdoor billboa=d advertisinq as a mediuc which 
would probably have to be elimL~atcd or severely 
restricted since this is a mediu= which, =0: maxicum 
clarity and effectivenes~, should have as few words 
as possible, preferably no %:I.ore than six or seven • 
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Thus, adding anywhere from six to 19 words in the 
several labeling proposals advocated by the Com
mission OIl or by staff to the six or seven words 
of the main message would cause so much distraction 
and loss of effectiveness that it would no longer 
be considered an economical and effective medium. 
The use of lO-second television spots would also be 
eliminated, according to the testimony, since it 
takes a minimum of three seconds to say ·paid for 
by ratepayers of PG&E" and much longer if any of 
the longer labels suggested by staff are used. It 
was also pointed out that the various label proposals 
would consume 10 to 40 percent of a 30-second spot 
and, as a minimum, one-third of a lO-second spot. 
The 30-second spot would ~ significantly reduced in 
its content and, therefore, its effectiveness, while 
the 10-s~cond spot would just about be wipcd out as 
a medium for utility advertising. 

3. La~ling Would Increase Costs of Utilitv Advertisina 
Since 10-second televiSion spots would virtually be 
eliminated by utilities and the message content of 
30- and 60-second spots greatly reduced by the 
requirement of labeling, it was contended that utility 
advertisers would have to purchase at least 30-second 
television spots to replace the lO-second spots 
plus additional air time to ensure getting their 
messages across. The same holds true for radio 
spots. In newspaper advertising, formerly usee 
small space newspaper advertisements would have to 
be replaced ~ larger space advertisements to 
minimize the distraction and loss of effectiveness 
of a required label. All of the above will necessitate 
added costs to advertise according to the utility 
witnesses. The Sierra Pacific witness testified 
that because of its interstate operations in Nevada 
and California, it will incur greater costs beeause 
it is regulated ~y two state regulatory bodies and 
it will be forced to design two ~dvertisin9 proqr~s, 
one for California news.paper readers containing a 
label and the other for its Nevada customers, where 
labelinq is not required. In its television and 
radio advertising, however, a more serious problem 
will exist • 
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4. 

According to Sierra Pacific, its service area is 
served by a number of small radio stations located 
in the Tahoe basin and in Truc~ee, california, as 
well as some larger operations located mainly in 
Reno and in Carson City, Nevada... There are a 
number of small newspapers located in these areas 
although only one, located at South Lake Tahoe, 
operates on a more than once-a-wee~ basis. News
papers in Reno, Carson City, Sacr~ento, and 
San Francisco supplement these small operations. 
All television in Sierra Pacific's service area 
originates elseWhere, either throuqh cable tele
vision systems or fro~ Reno's three television 
stations. Reno is the media base for all television 
and much radio and newspaper information received 
in eastern california. The problem as seen by 
Sierra Pacific is that its Nevada customers would 
be forced to read, see, or listen to a label dis
claimer intended primarily for california customers. 
They foresee a distraction and destruction of their 
advertising effectiveness and increased costs 
because materials placed in Nevada and california 
media would have to be produced separately to ensure 
that the disclaimer was eliminated from the Nevada 
advertisements and included in the california 
advertisements. Radio and television advertisements 
would create the greatest problem since the airwaves 
cannot be stopped from crossing state boundary 
lines. 

Labeling Will Exacerbate the Complaints ~~d Inquiries 
to the CPUC 

Respondents' witnesses were unanicous in their opinion 
that re~iring the labeling of advertisements would 
result in more, not fewer. comolain~s and inquiries 
to the Commission and to themselves. Aecord~ng to 
their testimony, these increased number of complaints 
will increase costs to the Co~ission and to the 
utility eompanies in te:m.s of time, expense, ano. 
effort required to respond to each complaint and 
inquiry. They drew attention to staff witness 
DeBerry's testimony in whieh he agreed that it 
was probably correct that his proposal that all 
advertisements be labeled would probably increase 
the burden on the Commission. Respondents pointed 
out that this result was contrary to the stated 
goal of the Commission in its OIl order. 
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Proposals Made by Respondents 
Although the OIl invited proposed alternatives from 

respondent utilities, only two recommendations were macle through 
testimony of the witnesses. The first recommendation was that the 

COmmission continue the current procedure of reviewing advertisinq 
expenses durinq rate application proceedings and allowinq or dis
allowinq such expenses as operating costs. No labelinq of 
advertisements would be required. Complaints and inquiries would 
be handled as they are currently handled. Under the second proposal, 
labeling would aqain not be mandated but instead, a pamphlet would 
be prepared by the Commission explaining the Commission's procedure 
of reviewing advertising expenses durinq rate applieation proceedings 
and the Commission's poliey with respect to the type of ratemakinq 
allocation of expenses to be charged to shareholders. Such ~phlet 
would be mailed to all members of the publiC who phone or write 
letters of complaint or inquiry to the Commission concerning utility 
advertising. In this way the publie ean be properly informed 
both of the workings of the ~ission and how the costs of 
various types of advertising are allocated between shareholders 
and ratepayers. 
Presentation of Toward Utility Rate Normalization (~~) 

Testifying on behalf of TURN, an interested par~y, was 
Herbert Chao Gunther, executive director o£ PUblic Media Cen~er, 
a national public service advertising agency. The relevant portions 

of his testimony were as follows: 
At the present time, utility customers have no w~y 
of knowing who pays for utility advertisements, 
other than inquiring of ~~e Com=ission, and 
this takes up valuaole Commission time. It was 
his belief that this problem can be eliminated 
simply and easily by merely labeling utility 
advertisements. He stated that it was important 
to notify utility customers of the financial 
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source of utility advertising so that they would 
be alerted to whose interests are being promoted. 
He felt that required la~lin9 will alert readers, 
listeners, and viewers that only one interest, 
among many, is ~inq advocated at the expense 
of other interests and other viewpoints and that 
the contents of the advertisement are not a 
statement of fact. In addition he contended 
that since utilities are regulated by a govern
ment agency, labeling will dispel ~~y notion 
that the utilities' advertisements h~ve government 
support. The witness did not believe that ~~ 
otherwise effective advertisement would be 
adVersely affected by a ~ere label. 
Rather than support the labels proposed in ~~e 
original OIl order or the alternates proposed by 
~~e staff witness, Gunther proposed several of 
his own labels. As an absolute minimum, he was 
of the opinion that the la~l: MThe following 
message is paid for by the (stockholders) 
(customers) of (i!tility)" should be required 
on all adVertisements. He also suggested that 
the tertL "ratc'Oaverlt be replaced with the wore 
"customer" or, e· ..... en better, to :;>ro~ote com:nuni
cation even more emphatically, the label could 
be: "X2E, are paying- for the follOwing' message 
of (utili ty) It or "the public: is paying for the 
following :leSsagc of (uti11ty)". However, the 
label preferred by the w1tness, and which he 
advocated should precede the advertisement 
rather than be hidden in other parts of the 
advertisement r is as follows: 

For StOCkholder-Financed Advertisements 
",.,.". J: 11' t • t J: •• ••• c.o o~nq s a~emen o. op~n~on, 
pa1d for by Stockholders in no way 
reflects the view 0: ~ stockholders, 
or those of utility employees, is not 
enoorsed by any governmental or po11-
tiea1 agency and is merely the opinion 
of the management of (Utility)." 
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For Customer-Financed Advertisements 
"The followin~ message, paid for by 

(CUstomers) (you) (The Public), in 
no way reflects the views 0: all 
(Customers) (members of the PUSric), 
is not endorsed by any governmental 
or politieal agency and is merely the 
statecent of the management of (Utility)." 

Lastly, ~~·s witness recommendee ~~t an independent 
panel should review utility advertisements prior to 
publieation to determine whose interests are ~ing 
promoted by the advertisement and they would be 
responsible to assess the costs of sueh advertise
ment to ei~~er stockholders or eustomers. 

Discussion 
Prior to issuing our origi~l OIl in 1976, we 

were concerned wi~h what we perceived as an inereasing 
number of ratepayer complaints about utility advertising in recent 
years. We were of the opinion that members of the Commission and 
the staff were expending a significant a=ount of time and expense 
in order to satisfy ratepayer eomplaints and requests for information 
regarding advertising. We believed that this time and expense could 
be reduced if ratepayers were better informed as to whether the cost 
of each utility advertisement was to be claiced as a rate=akinq 
expense or was to be borne by the shareholders of the utility. 
While it is true that this Commission has long scrutinized advertising 
expenses in individual utility rate proceedings and has formulated 
certain policies with respeet to those types of advertisements which 
we would disallow for ratemaking purposes, we are aware that 
rela~ively few in~eres~ed members of ~e public ei~er at~end 

those proceedings or road the decisions issued Dy the Commission. 
Accordinqly, we recognize most members of the public are relatively 
uninformed as to publie utility rate application proceedinqs and 
the close scrutiny every operational and administrative expense 
claimed by a utility receives during those proceedings and the 
reasons ~e either allow or disallow such expenses. 
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Thus, in the desire to inform the public, reduce the 
number of complaints and inquiries concerning advertising, and 
reduce the time and expense expended by the Commission in answering 
those complaints and inquiries, we proposed the labeling of all 
advertise=ents by energy utilities as the means of accomplishing 
these qoals. 

In 1977, following a 1976 prehearing conference in the 
matter during which the assigned Commissioner outlined major 
defects in the concept and scope of the original order, he 
promised that it would be rescinded or amended before any 
further proceedings were scheduled. Sometime thereafter, upon 
the Commission staff recommendation, we discontinued the 
investigation. 

In November 1978 information furnished the Commission 
by staff and others indicated that ratepayer complaints about 
utility advertising were increasing and,relying upon this infor
mation, we set aside the previous discontinuance and reopened 
this proceeding. In doing so we considered the defects in the 
original order but considered them only minor and insufficient 
to warrant amending the order and reopened the proceeding as 
originally ordered. 

After four days of testimony ~ staff, respondent, and 
interested party witnesses, we have learned a great deal about 
the teChnical aspects of advertising copy design as well as the 
many concerns expressed by the respondent u~ility co=p~~ies and 
the problems which would be raised were we to order the labelinq 
of all advertisements. Those concerns and problems which have 
been raised are worthy of consideration and we do not doubt their 
sincerity. The record in this proceedinq clearly indicates that, 
although the concerns are Sincere, they are based on opinion alone • 
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Similarly, we recognize that the testimony of staff and interested 
party witnesses was likewise based on opinion alone. We are also 
mindful of the differences between the opinions of respondents' 
v1tnesses and TURN's witness, which quite possi1:>ly result from the 
difference in interests sought to be served by each. This is not 
surprising since the subject of utility advertising is a controversial 
issue upon which reasonable persons may differ .. 

After reviewing and considering the testimony and exhibits 
presented during this proceeding, we are persuaded that the need 
for the proposed labeling requirement is less than bad previously 
been believed. Although we still believe that utility consumers 
have a need to be better informed on all aspects of public utility 
company operations and the Coamission' s regulatory process, we are 
not convinced that requiring labels in utility advertisements can 
be justified on the ground that it will lessen the burden on 1:b.e 
Commission's staff from inquiries and complaints. 

The sampling of complaints taken by staff frOCl customer 
files in connection with recent rate applications filed by 
respondents indicates approximately 40 letters from customers of 
PG&E over a three-year period; approximately 30 letters from 
customers of Edison over a two-year period; approximately 2S letters 
from customers of SoCal over a two-year-plus period; and approxi
mately 14 letters from customers of S:oo&E. It was also est1mated 
by staff that the Commission's Consumer Affairs Branch had responded 
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to approximately 20 questions pertaining ~o utility advertising over 
a one and one-hAlf-year period preceding these hearings. In addition, 
it was conceded by staff that there may have been some mail overlap 
between the various divisions of the Commission with respect to 
the above figures. We also note that the sample compl..a.int letters 
in the staff's exhibit concern rates generally aDd mention advertising . 
only in passing. It is highly possible that at least some of these 
inquiries or complaints would be received regardless of whether 
utility advertisements were required to contain the proposed labels 
or not. 

The number of complaints received by the Commission about 
utility advertising has increased markedly in the past year. However, 
when we consider these figures against the millions of consumers 
served by ~e respondent utili~y companies as well as against the 
15,512 complaints and 24,683 inq.uiries sulxo.itted to the Constmler 
Affairs Branch from July 1977 through June 1978, we must admit that 
the problc= described in our· original and reopened 011 does not appear 
to be as significant as earlier believed. 

According to PG&E's witness, who testified that PG&E's 
advertising reaches ap?roxima~ely three million people, the company 
received approximately 12 complaints rel~~ing to this issue 
in 1978 and none in 1979. Edison's witness ~es~ified that the 
company received 10 complaints in connection with its advertiSing 
in 1976, six in 1977, eight in 1978, and two during the first half 
of 1979. SoCal's witness testified that it received 24 letters in 
1978 concerning its advertising, of which 17 were compl~en~ary 
about SoCal's advertiSing. Of the seven which were not coc?limentary, 
one pertained to the color of the advertisement's background, five 
objected to receiving insulation advertisements in bill inserts on 
more than one occasion, and one objected to the proposed location 

~ of an LNG plant. 
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With respect to our concerns that the Commission expends 
a significant amount of time and expense in satisfying ratepayer 
complaints and inquiries, and our initial belief that the labeling 
of advertisements would reduce this time and expense, we must 
candidly a~~it that the record is lacking in factual su?port of 
such belief. 

A great deal of time during this proceeding was spent 
in discussing whether, in fact, a requirement to label 

advertisements would decrease the number of ~dvertising complaints 
and inquiries or actually aggravate the situation and increase 

the number of complaints and inquiries. Respondents unani-
mously believe ~ha~ manda~ory labeling would aetually 
exacerbate the problem and actually result in more complaints 
than previously received. ~~'s witness is of the o?inion that 
labeling would decrease complaints while the staff witness is of 
the opinion that ratepayer-financed labels would probably increase 

the number of complaints and inquiries receiVed, and shareholder-financed 
labels would probably not increase or decre~se the n~r of com
plaints ~~d inquiries received. Staff also believes that even if 
we could achieve the elicination of all advertising complaints and 
inquiries, it would not significantly reduce the amount of time 
expended by the Consumer Affairs Branch in responding to correspondence 

from consumers. Based on the arguments and examples cited, we concur. 
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Alternate Proposal 
Several respon~ents suggested that a superior alternative 

to advertising labels would be for the Co~ission to develop ~~d 
~istribute a pamphlet upon request, or in response to a complaint 
or inquiry, which comprehensively explains how test year advertising 
expense is calculated and what standards are currently applied by 

the Commission in determining whether the cost of a particular 
advertising cacpaiqn should be allowed in rates. In this way the 
complexities of ratemakinq and the role of the Co~~ission in 
ratemakinq cases could be better explained than could be done ~ 
a mere label stating that ~~ advertisement is either Hpaid for ~ 
ratepayers" or "paid for by shareholders". It could even include 
some of the disclaimer message advocated by TORN so that the consumer 
can be fully informed. We have considered this proposal and feel 
it has merit and should be further explored by the Commission staff 
to determine its feasibility and costs. It appears to be a means 
of accomplishing our goals without creating the dangers posed with 
the labelinq proposals. 
Motions to Dismiss 

Because of the evidence developed on the record herein 

upon which the following findings of fact. conclusion of law. 
and order are based, we do not deem it necessary to discuss 
the motions ~ respondents to dismiss this proceeding. For this 
reason, the motions will be denied. 
Findings of Fact 

1. Tbe number of complaints and inquiries received by the 
Commission concerning utility advertisinq is not significant when 
measured against the total number of complaints and inquiries 
received by the Commission • 
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2. The probability of an increase in the number of complaints 
and inquiries received by the Commission regarding utility adver
tising is high if respondent utilities are required ~o label 
advertisements under the proposals outlined in the OIX or under :hose 
recommended by staff or TORN. 

3. 'l'he proposed labeling requirement will increase the 
administrative burden of the Commission because of the likelihood 
of an increase in complaints and inquiries received by the Commission. 

4. The proposed labeling requirement is likely to increase 
costs to the respondent utilities. 

5. A pamphlet or brochure prepared and distributed to the 
public in reS,POnsc to complaints and inquiries concerning utility 
advertising, explaining Cocmission policy on utility advertising 
for ratemaking purposes and the Commission's ratemakinq procedures, 

• is less likely to cause an increase in complaints and inquiries 
than a labeling requirement. 

•• 

Conclusion of I..aw 

It has not been demonstrated that directing the labeling of 
utility advertisements, with respect to whether the shareholders 
or ratepayers pay for them, is in the public interest or reasonable • 
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OR.DER. -----
IT IS ORDERED that: 

1. Staff shall explore the feasibility and cost of preparing 
for Commission approval an information pamphlet containing an 
explanation of the Co~ission's ratemaking procedures, eurrent 
policy regarding advertising expenses, and the manner of allocation 
of advertising expenses between ratepayer and shareholder. 

after 

2. In all other respects this investigation is discontinued. 
3. All motions not previously ruled on are denied. 

The effective date of this order shall be thirty days 
the date hereof. 

Dated tllAR 3 1~l , at Sa FranciSCO, California. 

CoaxDlss ioners 
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RICHARD D. GRAVELLE, Commissioner, Concurring: 
I concur in the conclusion that the record in this 

proceeding does not support a requirement that the energy utilities 
label their advertising as paid for by ratepayers or shareholders. 
However, I write separately to emphasize the importance which I 
attach to one of the goals of this proceeding. That goal is to 
al~ow ratepayers to know whe~~er they are paying for a particular 
advertisement. Ratepayers have a right to know whether their 
money is being used to further a point of view or an opinion with 
which they disagree. This is particularly true as rates increase 
and as ratepayers experience larger and larger bills even while 
practiCing more conservation. This "right to know" on the part 
of the ratepayers is vastly more important than reducing burdens 
on our staff from answering inquiries regarding the cost and 
financing of utility advertisements. In addition, this right 
encompasses ratepayers learning whether this Co~~ission has 
endorsed the particular message of any utility advertisement. 
Perhaps ~~e best tribute to ~~e importance of this right to ~~ow 
is t.~e exaggerated zeal with which the utilities fOl.lght against 
the labeling requirement. 

There are a number of practical problems in informing rate
payers whether they have paid for a particular advertis~ent. In 
theory, ~ny ratepayer ~an ~~ll o~ co~e to the Commission'S offi~cs 
and inquire whether ratepayer money h~s been or will be used to 
finance an adverti::cmant. However" in practice, very few rate
payers will take ~~e tL~e to contact staff to try to obtain such 
infOrmAtion.!! At present, a ratepayer who did inquire would 

17 
I recognize that the record in this proceeding shows a ~inimal 
nu-~er of complaints to the Co~~ission. However, my experience 
is that there is a vast amount 0: public dissatisfaction with 
utility advertising. The low number of complaints may be 
.lttributable to t· .... o factors: first, customers' ignorZl.nce that 
they may complain to the Co~ission, ane second, public 
disillusio~~ent wi~~ the Co~~ission, leading to the conclusion 
that makinq a complZl.int is a waste of time. I do not accept 
the idea that the comparatively low n~~er of complaints "proves" 
that no probl~ exists in this area. 
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probably be told to inquire again after the conclusion of the 
utility's next general rate casc. It is obvious that the most 
efficient manner of informing ratepayers on this subject would 
be for each advertisement to carry so~e indication 0: whether 
ratepayers or shareholders are paying for that advertisement.!I 

I recognize that a labeling requirement would place a 
certain burden upon the utilities' speech. For either a printed 
or a broadcast advertisement, some page or billboard space or air 
time is required in order for the label to be seen or heard. 
The Commission must proceed very carefully where burdens on 
speech are concerned. (Sec, e.g., Consolidated Edison Company 
v. Public Service Co~~ission (1980) O.S. , 100 S. cc. 2326; - -
Central Hudson ~ v. Public Service Commission 0: ~ ~ (1980) 
~u.s._, 100 s. Ct. 23~3). But the practical and constitutional 
problems are not insur.mountablc. 

I start from the fact that the Co~~ission has directed 
the utilities to conduct certain typcs 0: advertising in connection 
with achieving conservation goals or-alerting customers to new 
conservation progr~~. As may be seen from a related mat~er on/ 
today's agenda, namely, a letter thanking Pacific Gas & Electric 
Co. for its cooperation in reducing unnecessary advertising 
expenditures, there is already a substantial amo~~t of consultation 

As I note later, a label th~t ~n advertisement h~s been paid 
for by ratepayers or shareholders presupposes that this 
fact is known before the advertisement is broadcast or printed. 
I envision a new system :or determining this fact in advance. 
One of the ~ny defects in this proceeding was the failure 
to see that our present $yste~ would only allow a utility 
to inform the public ~~at, in its upcoming general r~te case, 
it would claL~ the cost of the advertisement as an expense 
legitimately' charged to ratepayers. Such a notice would be 
not only cumbersome but also confusing • 
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between the utilities ~nd the Commission staff regarding p~rmissibl~ 
types of Advertising. It therefore is, or ought to bc, possible 
for a utility to identify in advance those advertisements the 
cost of which will be recognized as legitimate expenses. These 

" 

are precisely the types of aevertisements where it would be 
important for ratepayers to be informed that their rates were 
paying for the mess~qe printed or broadcast.. In the future, I 
expect that these will be the only types of advertisements which 
this Commission will let the utilities Claim as expenses in their 
general rate cases. All other advertisements would be charged 
against shareholders and identified as such. 

Because we are dealing with commercial spe~ch, which eoes 
not ordinarily have a news or time value, it is, or ought to be, 
possible to identify in advance those advertisements which the 
utility will claim as legitimate expenses. I envision a generic 
proceeding in which this Co~ission could aeopt guidelines so 
that o~ staff, the utilities and other interested parties could 
jointly agree on whether a particular advcr~isement could be claimed 
as an expense legitimately charged to ratepayers. In those 
instances where it was determined that the advertisement would 
~ 

be chargeable to ratepayers, I would rcq1,;ire ;:l "paid for by 
ratepayers" label. All other advertisements would carry a "paid 
for by shareholders" notice. 

We were told, however, that such a label would destroy 
the value of utilities' advertising by distracting the vi~Ner's 
or listener's attention. We were told that such a label would 
make billboard advertising impossible. We were told ~~at utilities 
would have to forego use of the ten-second radio or television 
"spot" advertisement. Although ~~is testimony ~Nas virtually 
uncontradicted, it nevertheless is completely unpcrsuasive. A 
short and simple "paid for by ratepayers" or "paid for. by share
holders" label could hardly destroy the value of the advertisement .. 
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Newspaper and magazine cigarette aevcrtisemcntz carry longer 
and more troubling labels, yet o~viously the cigarette companies 
have not found it pointless to continue pouring millions and 
millions of dollars into advertising camp~igns. Automobile 
advertisements( carry notices that mileage ~igurcs arc for 
comparison purposes only, and that actual mileage ~y dif~er 
depending on varying conditions, but ooviously such advertisements 
continue to be used. Bank advertisements carry notices of 
substanti~l penalties for early withdrawal of funds from high 
interest accounts. :he short notice I propose, "paid for by 

ratepayers", could be spoken in less than two seconds. I~ is 
no more onerous than the label on political advertising (e.g., 
"paid for by Citizens for Smith"). Obviously the labeling require
ment has not deterred politicians from either advertising or the 
usc of the ten-second spot advertisement. 

Under the analysis in Central Hudson ~, any burden 
on commercial speech can be sustained only if the gover~~ent 
can demonstrate a substantial interest served by its action. 
~oreover, the regulatory technique used must directly aevance 
.that inte~est and be no broader than necessary. There arc two 
substantial, and I submit, compelling state interests served by 
labeling utility advertisements as "paid for by ratepayers" or 
"paid for by shareholders". First, ratepayers would be informed 
as to how utilities are using revenues collected from ~ 
through the rate structure ~ influence their behavior ~ opinions. 
Second, ane perhaps more importantly, ratepayers would be 
informed as to how certain utility expenses arc approved ane 
whether or not this Co~~ssion endorses the point or view or 
opinion expressed in the advertising. A "paid for by ratepayers" 
or "paid for by shareholders" label is a I"Mlrrowly drawn means 
of directly accomplishing these purposes. These purposes 
warrant our again attempting to create a means of labeling 
utility advertisements • 
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I~ is true that this labeling might result in more 
inquiries to the Co~~ission's staff. However, I would not 

attempt to justify this requirement on the premise that it was 
designed to reduce staff work, for in this area I would be 

happy to see staff effort and resources increased. I look 
forward to the day when all energy utility advertising will 
be labeled in this manner • 

._=--- ~ ••• • • • 

• 
San Franci,sco, California 
}'larch 3, 1981 
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